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Farmington, Mn 55024

Controlled.
Finely adjusted blood flow ensures that penguins’ feet never fall
below the freezing point.

The Chim-A-Lator® prevents warm air from escaping through your
chimney while it is not in use. Its six setting regulator controls the
amount of draft when the fireplace is in use.

Chim-A-Lator ®

Features

100% Stainless Steel
17 standard sizes

The Stainless Steel Adjustable, Top Sealing Fireplace Damper

Stainless Steel
Flue Extension

Lifetime warranty – best on the market today.

The Chim-A-Lator ® Deluxe easily mounts
on top of a masonry fireplace flue and is
operated by a convenient, adjustable
regulator installed on the side wall of the
fireplace. It is far more efficient than
conventional cast iron dampers and the
ideal replacement for old defective dampers. Proven for over 30 years to be the
most trouble free top sealing damper.

If within 30 days, you or your customer are not fully
satisfied, return the Chim-A-Lator® for a full refund.
Comes fully assembled for fast and easy installation.
Six setting regulator controls the amount of draft to
produce more heat when burning.
Chimney fire tested with little or no damage to unit damper.
Will not fall and block flue in the event of a chimney fire.
Saves energy. Tight seal on top of the chimney, keeps heat
in when fireplace is not in use.
Prevents down draft smoking caused by wind.

Designed not to fall down
in the event of a chimney
fire

Keeps out animals, birds, insects, bees, rain, leaves, wind
and airplane noise.

Easy bolt-on installation

Frequently recommended for airport noise abatement
project

Spark arrestor standard
4 ea. stainless springs

Removable
Handle

Damper opens 6 inches

Bernard Dalsin
Manufacturing

Ordering
Instructions

1

Measure outside of flue tile to order proper size. Each size
of Chim-A-Lator® has 2.25 inches of adjustment.

2

Measure height of flue tile extending out of chimney. If this
measurement is less than 1.25 inches, you will need a flue
extension.

3

Estimate length of flue. If longer than 30 feet, request
longer cable when ordering a Chim-A-Lator®.

4

Note if chimney has an offset at bottom of flue.
Chim-A-Lator® shipped with 7 feet of cable casing to
protect cable at rub points. If offset is higher than 7 feet
order a longer piece.
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